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Strongly Lifting Modules Dr. Najmaddin Hama Gareb. Department of Mathematics, College of Science Education, University of Sulaimani, Kurdistan Region/ Iraq. Abstract In this paper we introduce a new concept of lifting modules, called strongly lifting modules. Various properties and characterizations of strongly lifting modules are established and some relations between this type of module and some other known modules are also discussed. Keywords Small submodule, Supplement submodule, Coclosed submodule, Lifting module, Projective cover, and indecomposable module. Introduction Throughout this paper all modules are assumed to be unital left modules over rings with identity, unless otherwise stated. Recall that:
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1. A submodule of an R-module is called small or superfluous in , denoted by , if and only if for all submodule of , implies that , [3]. 2. An R- module M is called a lifting module if for all submodule N of M, there exist submodules A, and B in M such that , A submodule of N and N intersect B small in B (equivalently small in M), see [2], and [1]. 3. A submodule of a module is called coclosed in if implies that for all submodule of contained in It is easy to show that if N is a coclosed submodule in M, then for all X submodule of N, if X is a small
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submodule in M implies that X is a small submodule in N, see [1], and [8]. Let be a module then an epimorphism is called a projective cover of a module if and only if is a small epimorphism, and is a projective, equivalently if and only if is an epimorphism , is a projective and , see [4], [5] and [3]. An R- module M is called semisimple if and only if every submodule of M is a direct summand of M, see [3]. Let N and L be two submodules of a module M, then we say N is a supplement of L in M if and only if , and , see [5]. An R-module is indecomposable if it is not the direct sum of two non-zero submodules, see [5]. An R- module M is called hollow module if and only if every proper submodule of M is small in M, see [5].



Moreover lifting module, Generalized lifting module, and strongly FI-lifting have been studied by many authors (see [2], [7], [6] and [8]), and this idea leads us to introduce the following concept:



Note. The following example shows that a lifting module needs not be a strongly lifting module. Example 1.3: Consider M=Z12 as a Z-module, then it is clear that Z12 has only the following submodules:



§1 strongly lifting module In this section we introduce the new definition namely strongly lifting module and we will prove that every strongly lifting module is lifting module but the converse is not true in general, for this purpose we give an example, moreover in this section we give a necessary condition to become lifting module a strongly lifting. Also we prove that the direct summand of a strongly lifting modules is strongly lifting module.
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Table 1 bellow shows that which two submodules of M span M:



Definition 1.1: An R-module M is called a strongly lifting R-module, if for each submodule N of M, N is either summand or small.
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Proposition 1.2: Every strongly lifting Rmodule M is a lifting R-module. Proof: for all N submodule of an R-module M, since M is a strongly lifting R-module so either , or N is a summand of M. If , then always there exists a trivial submodule 0 as a directed summand of M, that is where 0 is in N and , hence in this case we can say M is a lifting module. But if N is a direct summand of M, then there exists a submodule T in M such that , and clearly N is a submodule of itself and which is always small in M. Thus M is a lifting module
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Table 2 bellow shows that which two submodules of M forms a direct summand of M: ( ) ( ( ( ( ( (
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Now to show that M is a lifting module for all N submodule of M, we have to show that there exist submodules K, and K’ in M such that in N and . For there exist submodules ( ), and M in M such that ) in ( ), and . For there exist submodules ( ), and ( ) in M such that , (see table 2), ( ) in ( ), and ∩ = which is small in M (see table 1). For there exist submodules ( ), and ( ) in M such that , (see table 2), ( ) in ( ), and . For N= ( ) there exist submodules ( ), and ( ) in M such that M=( ) ( ), (see table 2), ( ) in ( ), and ( ) ( ) = ( ) << M. Finally for there exist submodules ( ), and M in M such that in ( ), and



contradiction with N is a proper submodule of M. Therefore , and then so , this means . Therefore M is a strongly lifting module Example 1.5: By the same way as in the previous example we can easily see that the set of all integer numbers Z, and the set of all rational numbers Q , over the ring Z are not strongly lifting modules. But every simple, and uniserial module (particularly ZP as Zmodule) are strongly lifting modules. The following lemma gives some properties of small submodules which can be found in [3], and we need it later. Lemma 1.6: Let K, L and N be submodules of M. Then: (1) If and is a homomorphism then f(K)


But to see Z12 as Z-module is not strongly lifting Z-module we observe from the above mentioned table 2 that there exists a submodule namely ( ) which is not summand, and not small since from table 1 we have ( ) + ( ) =M, but Proposition 1.4: Every indecomposable lifting module is a strongly lifting module.



Proposition 1.7: Any direct summand of a strongly lifting module is a strongly lifting module.



Proof. Let N be any submodule of M. If N is not a proper submodule of a lifting module M then clearly N becomes summand of M, but if N is a proper sbmodule of a lifting module M, so there exists submodules K, and K’ such that submodule of N and . But M is indecomposable, hence either , or If then , but is a submodule of N and N is a submodule of M, thus which is



Proof. Let M be a strongly lifting module, suppose that , we want to show that M1 is a strongly lifting module, for this purpose let N be any submodule of M1, so N automatically becomes a submodule of a strongly lifting module M, hence , or N summand of M, by lemma 1.5 if then N is a small in M1. Moreover if N 3



summand of M so there exists a submodule T in M such that we are done if we can show that N is a direct summand of M1. Now , by modular law. Thus N is a direct summand of M1



by Lemma 1.6; ), but this implies that (since is an epimorphism), hence M2 is a strongly lifting module Corollary 2.2: If M is a strongly lifting module, then so is M/N for all submodule N of M.



Remark 1.8: At this point one may ask the following question:



Proof. Since there exists a natural epimorphism then by using above proposition the proof becomes clear



Is the converse of the above proposition true in general? The following example gives negative answer to this question: one can easily show that Z2, and Z8 as Z-modules are strongly lifting module, but M = Z2 Z8 is not.



Proposition 2.3: If is an epimorhpism from any module P on to a strongly lifting module M and , then P is also strongly lifting module.



§2 Properties of strongly lifting modules.



Proof. For simplicity let , then from the fundamental theorem of isomorphism we have P/K isomorphic to M, and hence P/K is a strongly lifting module. Now to prove P is strongly lifting module let N be any submodule of P, we must show that N is summand of P or small in P. Since P/K is a strongly lifting module, so is summand of P/K, or small in P/K. If is summand of P/K, then there exists a submodule say , where K is a submodule of K’, and K’ is a submodule of P, such that: but this implies that: , by assumption , so and this means that N is a summand of P. But if is small in P/K, then we claim that for all submodule U of P the equation N+U=P implies that . We know implies that: , Or , but is small in P/K, hence , or equivalently



In this section we give some properties and characterizations of strongly lifting modules. Proposition 2.1: Epimorphic image of a strongly lifting module is a strongly lifting module. Proof. Let be a module epimorphism with M1 strongly lifting module. To show that M2 is also a strongly lifting module, let N be any submodule of M2, we must prove that N is summand of M2 or small in M2. We know that (N) is a submodule of M1, but M1 is a strongly lifting module so (N) is a summand or small in M1. If (N) is summand of M1 then there exists a submodule say B in M1 such that: (N) hence , but one can easily show that: Moreover we have f epimorphism hence: , which means that N is summand of M2. In other hand if (N) is small in M1, then 4



Thus



but by assumption . therefore N is small in P



(7) If every simple right R-module and every simple left R-module is projective, then R is a semisimple ring and M is a strongly lifting module. (8) If every submodule of M has a supplement in M, and then M is a strongly lifting module. (9) Let be a projective cover of M, then P is a strongly lifting module if an only if M is a strongly lifting module.



P.



Corollary 2.4: Let K be any small submodule of an R-module M, then M is a strongly lifting module if M/K is a strongly lifting module. Proof . Is trivial Corollary 2.5: If f is an epimorhpism from a module P on to a module M and , then P is strongly lifting if and only if M is a strongly lifting module.



(10) If M is artinian module, and then M is a strongly lifting module.



Proof. Is clear (since we can deduce this proof from 2.1 and 2.3)



(11) If M is artinian, then M/Rad(M) is a strongly lifting module .



Proposition 2.6: Every semisimple module is a strongly lifting module.



Proof. All the proofs are trivial Proof. Is clear The following corollary gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a strongly lifting module to be a semisimple module:



The converse of propostion 2.6 is not true in general as we see in Z4 as Z- module. Note we denote by Rad(M) the radical of a module M.



Corollary 2.8: Let M be a non- zero Rmodule which has unique small submodule, then M is a semisimple if and only if M is a strongly lifting module.



Corollary 2.7: (1) Every submodule of a semisimple module is a strongly lifting module. (2) Every epimorphic image of a semisimple module is a strongly lifting module. (3) The sum of semisimple modules is a strongly lifting module. (4) If R is a semisimple ring then every Rmodule is a strongly lifting module. (5) If every right and left R-module is injective, then R is a semisimple ring and M is a strongly lifting module. (6) If every right and left R-module is projective, then R is a semisimple ring and M is a strongly lifting module.



Proof. The proof is trivial Proposition 2.9: Every hollow module is a strongly lifting module Proof. The proof is obvious The converse of the above proposition is not true in general as we see in Z6 as Z- module. Corollary 2.10: (1) Every cyclic module which has unique maximal submodule is a strongly lifting module. 5



(2) Let M be a module, if every non-zero factor module of M is indecomposable then M is a strongly lifting module. (3) Every local module is a strongly lifting module. (4) If in a module M, we have Rad M, is a small and maximal, then M is a strongly lifting module. (5) If P is a projective module, and indomorphism of P: End(P) is a local ring then P is a strongly lifting module. (6) If P is a projective cover for a simple module then P is a strongly lifting module. (7) If L is a supplement of a maximal submodule N in module M then L is a strongly lifting module.



Proposition 2.11: Every non-zero coclosed submodule of a strongly lifting module is also strongly lifting module. Proof. Let N be a non-zero coclosed submodule of a strongly lifting module M. We must prove that N is a strongly lifting module for this purpose suppose that L is any submodule of N, then L is a submodule of M, but M is a strongly lifting module, hence , or L summand of M. If , and since N is coclosed in M, so Moreover, if L is a summand of M, then there exists L’ in M such that . Now , by modular law , and this means that L is a summand of N, therefore N is a strongly lifting module



Proof. Since each of the above cases gives a hollow module, so by proposition 2.9, the proof becomes clear



Corollary 2.12: Every supplement submodule of a strongly lifting module is also a strongly lifting module. Proof. The proof is obvious
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موديولي بةرزكةرةوةي بةهيَز د .جنم الدين محة غريب محة سعيد بةشي مامتاتيك ،كؤليجي بةروةردة زانستيةكان ،زانكؤي سليمانى،هةرميى كوردستان-عرياق. .



ثــــوختة لةم تويذينةوةيةدا ئيمة بريؤكةى نويَمــان خستؤتة رِوو بوّمؤد يولي بةرزكةرةوة بةناوى مؤد يوىل بةرزكةرةوةى بةهيز هةند يّك سيفات و جيا كةرةوةي جـيا جـيا مان دروست كردوة بؤ مؤد يولي بةرزكةرةوةى بةهيز  ،وة ثةيوةندى نيّوان ئةم جؤرة مؤد يولة و هة ند يّك مؤد يوىل ترى ناسراو ليّكؤلينةوةى لة سةركراوة.



الموديول الرافع القوى د.جنم الدين محة غريب محة سعيد قسم الرياضيات ،كلية العلوم التربوية ،جامعة السليمانية ،أقليم كردستان-العراق الخالصة في هذا البحث ،سوف نذكر مفهوما جديدا للموديول الرافع تحت اسم الموديول الرافع القوى .ثم درسنا بعض الخواص والمميزات المختلفة للموديول الرافع القوي  ،وناقشنا العالقة بين هذاالنوع من الموديول و بعض الموديوالت االخرى المعروفة.
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